National Achievement Scholarship Program

Four seniors were honored by The National Hispanic Recognition Program. Established in 1983 by the College Board, this program provides national recognition for Hispanic students based on their PSAT scores and also identifies them for colleges and universities.

2012 National Merit Semifinalists
Matthew Nathan Anjier
Evan Michael Arceneaux
Taylor Joseph Billings
Jason Paul Britsch
Zachary Joseph Carmello
Michael Mario Ceruso
Blake Joseph Cookmeyer
Christian Laurence DeBuys
Keith Patrick Delaune
Brennan Collins Dorsey
Darcy Guo
Adam Luke Haydel
Christopher Michael Hazlaris
Alexander Patrick Priola Hebert
Nicholas Joseph Hourguettes
Adam Patrick Kehoe
Dylan Hall Kennedy
Mark Thomas Madura
Javier Andres Molina
Jonathan Van Nguyen
Jacob Jude Pritt
Jefrey Lee Sanchez, Jr.
Alexander Dean Sherry
Benjamin Thomas Skelcher
Trauis William Smith
Cristian Miguel Soler
Collin Paul Stanberry
Zachary Bryce Tooh
Alexander Aaron Villarejos
Stuart Braithwaite Wilson
Matthew Edwin Young

2012 National Hispanic Scholars
Nicholas J. Hourguettes, ** son of Mr. and Mrs. Jacques L. Hourguettes. He attended St. Catherine of Siena School in New Orleans.

2012 National Achievement Scholarship Program
Todd Anthony Jacquet

2012 National Hispanic Scholars
Nicholas Joseph Hourguettes
James Owen Puente

Commended Students in the 2012 National Merit Program
Stephen Daniel Bardot
Michael Anthony Bordlee
Kevin Joseph Bukaty
Thomas Fowler Crumley
Matthew Joseph Dupre
Colin Edward Fulham
Todd Anthony Jacquet

The National Merit Scholarship Corporation (NMSC) recognized 32 seniors from Jesuit High School’s Class of 2012 as semifinalists in the annual Merit Scholarship Competition. Additionally, 14 senior Blue Jays received recognition as Commended scholars.

No other high school in Louisiana has as many National Merit Semifinalists as Jesuit, which also ranks in the top tier of Catholic secondary schools in the United States, according to data provided by the NMSC.

The faculty and administration of Jesuit High School extend their congratulations to each student on his significant achievement.
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